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CHAPTER 12

This chapter deals with the basic principles
of antennas. It discusses antennas in general,
the principles of electromagnetic radiation and
its application to radar antennas, various
antenna arrays, and typical airborne radar an-
tenna systems.

FUNCTION OF THE ANTENNA

An antenna is an electronic device that is used
either for radiating electromagnetic energy into
space or for collecting electromagnetic energy
from space. In the radar transmitter, the mag-
netron generates the high frequency signal, but
an antenna is needed to change this signal into
electromagnetic fields which are suitable for
propagation into space. The radar receiver
will amplify any signal that appears at its input
terminals, but an antenna is required to inter-
cept the electromagnetic fields that are in space
and to change these fields into a voltage which
the receiver can interpret.

ANTENNA RECIPROCITY

Fortunately, separate antennas seldom are
required for transmitting and receiving radio
energy, for any antenna transfers energy from
space to its input terminals with the same effi-
ciency with which it transfers energy from the
output terminals into space, assuming, of course,
that the frequency is the same. This property
of interchangeability of the same antenna for
transmitting and receiving operations is known
as antenna reciprocity. Antenna reciprocity is
possible chiefly because antenna characteristics
are essentially the same regardless of whether
an antenna is sending or receiving electro-
magnetic energy. Because of antenna reci-
procity, most radar sets installed in aircraft

employ the same antenna both for receiving and
transmitting. An automatic switch in the radio
frequency line first connects the single antenna
to the transmitter, then to the receiver, depend-
ing upon the sequence of operation. Because of
reciprocity of radar antennas, this chapter
treats antennas from the viewpoint of the trans-
mitting antenna with the understanding that the
same principles apply equally well when the
antennas are used for receiving electromagnetic
energy.

DIRECTIONAL PROPERTIES

Usually, the most important characteristic of
a radar antenna is its directional property or
simply its directivity. Directivity means that
an antenna radiates more energy in one direc-
tion than in another. For that matter, all an-
tennas are directional, some slightly; others, al-
most entirely. In radar operations, someantennas
are required to send all energy in one direction
in order that as much as possible of the electro-
magnetic energy generated by the transmitter
will strike an object in a given direction. In
other systems, it is desirable for the energy to
be radiated equally well in all directions from
the source. An example of an antenna system in
radar which radiates energy in a given direction
is the airborne navigation and bombing set.
In this set, there is only a limited amount of
power available at the transmitter. In order to
achieve maximum benefit from this minimum
power, all of it is sent in the same direction.
Since the antenna in this set is also used for
reception, it likewise receives electromagnetic
energy only from one direction. Because of
design features, it is possible to tell the direction
of an object at which this directional type an-
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tenna is sending energy or the direction of the
object from which the antenna is receiving ener-
gy. Furthermore, the physical position of the
antenna is indicative of the direction of the
object. An example of a non-directional radar
antenna is the antenna installed in the radar
beacon. This antenna must receive energy equally
well in all directions in order that a radar
equipped airplane can ascertain its position re-
gardless of its direction from the beacon an-
tenna.

ANTENNA EFFICIENCY

An efficient antenna is one which wastes very
little energy. The higher the antenna efficiency,
the less the energy loss. The greatest cause of
decreased antenna efficiency during the con-
version of RF energy into electromagnetic energy
is the loss of energy in the form of heat. Heat
losses are discussed later.

Actually antenna efficiencymay be high; in a
single antenna element the efficiency may be
as great as 90%. An entire antenna system, prop-
erly designed, can concentrate all its radiated
energy in a given direction with virtually none
being lost in other directions. A directional re-
ceiving antenna is more sensitive to signals in
a given direction than a similar non-directional
antenna is to signals in all directions. This
greater sensitivity, which is another way of
stating there is less energy lost by the antenna,
represents greater receiving ability, and ac-
cordingly greater efficiency.

ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY IN SPACE

Because the half wave dipole type antenna is
the fundamental element in an antenna system,
it can be used as a starting point for discussing
the radiation of electromagnetic energy into
space. Electrically, you can think of the dipole
antenna as an open circuited and shorted
quarter wave length RF line which is excited
by a generator and which appears to the gen-
erator as a resonant circuit. At the left in the top
diagram A, there is a dipole which consists of a
piece of wire which is cut in half and attached to
the terminals of a high frequency alternating cur-
rent generator. The frequency of the generator
is such that each half of the wire is one-quarter
of the wave length of the generator output.
Due to the resonant characteristics of this ar-
rangement, high circulating currents will flow in
the antenna when it is excited by the generator.
This current flow sets up two strong fields about
the ..antenna-one the magnetic field (H) and
the other the electric field (E). However, due to
the U'-shape of the antenna, and to the fact that
the currents in each wire move in opposite direc-
tions, the H-fields and E-fields are in opposition
and cancel, making the overall field strength of
the antenna assembly very low. Suppose, how-
ever, the two wires are moved as far apart as
possible, as shown at B. In this case, the current
flowin each wire is in the same direction, and the
resulting E-fields and H-fields no longer oppose,



but now add and consequently create strong
fields about the antenna, as you can see in
diagrams C and D. Later you shall see that one
of these fields is responsible for electromagnetic
radiation.

The distribution of current (I) and voltage
(E) about an antenna is shown by curves shown
in the illustration. The dotted line represents
current distribution, and the full line, voltage
distribution. The current curve at B shows that
most of the current flows at the center and none
of it at the ends of the antenna. The voltage, on
the other hand, is maximum at the ends and
minimum at the center. The magnetic field is
greatest where the current is greatest, as you
can see in the diagram at C, and the electric
field is strongest at the outer ends and weakest
at the center. Note that, as in the case of a reso-
nant circuit where voltage is maximum, that
similarly about the antenna the E-field is maxi-
mum at the time the H-field is minimum. Both
of these fields vary at a sinusoidal rate with a
time difference of one-fourth cycle or a difference
of 90° between them.

The fields associated with the energy stored in
the resonant circuit (antenna) are called the
induction fields. These fields decrease with the
square of the distance from the antenna. They
are only local in effect and play no part in the
transmission of electromagnetic energy. They
represent only the stored energy in the antenna
and are responsible only for the resonant effects
which the antenna reflects to the generator.
The fields set up in the transfer of energy through
space are known as the radiation fields. Al-
though these fields decrease with distance from
the antenna, this decrease is much less rapid
than the decrease of the induction fields. This is
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because it is linear and is not according to the
square rule. Therefore, the radiation fields reach
great distance from the antenna. It is the radia-
tion fields that are responsible for electro-
magnetic radiation.
Radiation of Fields

The exact cause and the mechanism for the
phenomenon of radiation is not known to the
electronic scientist. However, you can get a
pretty good idea of what takes place by study-
ing the illustration below showing a simple pic-
ture of an E-field detaching itself from an an-
tenna. At A in this illustration, the E-field is
maximum. Notice that the outer e-lines are
stretched away from the inner ones. This is
due to the repelling force between the lines
of force. As the voltage decreases toward zero,
the radiation field decreases and the e-Iines
retract back into the conductor. If the voltage
decreases slowly, the entire field will collapse
back into the conductor. On the other hand, if
the decrease of voltage is rapid, the outer parts
of the field cannot move in very fast and when
the voltage is almost zero, as shown at B, a
relatively large E-field will still exist around
the conductor. At C an exact zero voltage con-
dition is shown. The E-field in this case does
not reach zero, and it is left with no voltage
to support it. When the next E-field develops
around, it will be pushed away by the pre-
ceding E-field in the manner shown. The action
of one field pushing away the preceding field
is analogous to the snapping of a whip, in that
a part of the E-field is snapped off the antenna
with each cycle. The snapped off field is projected
into space and moves away from the antenna
at a constant speed of 186,000 miles per second.
A similar action projects H-fields into space.

___ ANTENNA

A B c D

oC80
E-Field Detaching Itself from an Antenna
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Another factor to remember about radiation
is that the ease with which it may occur, varies
with frequency. At lower frequencies, such
as 60 cps power frequency, for example, voltage
on the antenna changes so slowly that the
component of energy radiated is so extremely
small that it is of no practical value. At higher
frequencies, such as 50,000 cps and up, the
radiated energy is great enough to meet com-
munications requirements.

Fields in Space

The above illustration shows the manner in
which radiation fields are propagated from the
antenna. The E-field and the H-field are shown
as separate sets of flux lines about the antenna.
The electric flux lines are the closed loops on
each side of the antenna. The magnetic flux lines
are closed circular loops which have their axis
around the antenna, or in other words, the
antenna is the center of each loop. They are
represented as dots and crosses. The sine waves
which are labeled the curves of radial variation of

nux density indicate the relative field strength
at various distances and angles from the antenna.
Since the field configuration is not a standing
wave, but a traveling wave phenomenon, the
magnetic and electric fields are in phase and
thus the sine waves apply to the flux density of
either field.

In the direction perpendicular to the antenna,
both the H-field and E-field are strong, for this
is the direction where both fields originally
formed. In the direction parallel to the antenna,
or off the ends, no H-field forms at all and only
a very small E-field. The flux density, therefore,
is small in these two directions. In other words,
due to the directional properties of the half-wave
antenna, most of the radiated energy travels in
the direction perpendicular to the antenna, but
very little energy in the direction along its
axis.

As previously stated in the discussion of wave
guides, no moving E-field can exist without an
H-field, and no H-field can be propagated with-
out an associated E-field. Similarly, with the



propagation of. electromagnetic energy into
space, no moving electrostatic forces can exist
without magnetic stresses existing in space and
no magnetic force in motion can exist without an
electrostatic stress. Each creates the other and
one cannot exist without the other. The direc-
tion of motion is the travel of the fields away
from the antenna. The current associated with
the magnetic field does not flow because in
space there is no conductor to carry current, but
the field exists, nevertheless. To visualize a
field existing without current flow, think of a
moving magnetic field cutting a glass rod.
A voltage (electrostatic stress) is induced in the
rod, but there is little actual electron movement
because the rod is a good insulator. Magnetic
lines move in space, and set up electric stresses
in space in a similar manner.

Propagation into Space
Any part of the electromagnetic field set up

by an antenna travels away from the antenna
in a straight line. There are many parts to this
field and many directions in which energy travels.
In the illustration below are four of the large
number of paths which the energy can take.
These and other paths which energy takes
affect reception of radiated energy. If there
is nothing between the emitting antenna and
receiving station (Rj) some energy will travel
directly to it via path 3. Receiving station
Rz cannot receive energy because the earth
is between the two points and because the
energy cannot go through the earth for any
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distance. Some of the energy will follow path
2 out into space. At a height of some 60 miles
above the earth, there is a heavily ionized
layer of atmosphere, called the ionosphere. This
constitutes a change of media through which the
energy must travel, and is sufficient to refract
a wave. In the case of path 2, the refraction is
sufficient to bend the energy wave out of the
ionosphere back to the earth. Therefore, receiv-
ing station R2, which is beyond the horizon
and not located for receiving a direct ray, re-
ceives the reflected ray from the ionosphere.

It is the ionosphere that makes possible round-
the-world communications. If the angle of inci-
dence of an energy wave with the ionosphere is
too great, the angle refraction may not be suffi-
cient to bend the energy back toward the earth
and it may go on through the ionosphere and
be lost, as shown by path 1. Paths 3 and 4
follow along the surface of the earth and are
called ground waves. The waves bent back to the
earth by the ionosphere are called sky waves.

Generally, medium and high frequency waves
are reflected readily, whereas ultra high and super
high frequencies are more likely to be lost
through penetration of the ionosphere. Airborne
radar operates in the super high-frequency
(3000 me to 30,000 me) part of the spectrum.
Irregularity of the sky waves makes them un-
reliable for radar use. Therefore, radar uses only
the direct ground wave. Path 4, for example,
where the ray goes directly to some object
and returns by a direct path is a direct ground
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THE HALF-WAVE ANTENNA

Ai3 stated previously in the discussion of elec-
tromagnetic radiation, a half-wave length con-
ductor is the simplest of the radiating elements.
Considerable radiation occurs in this element
because of its resonant characteristics and its
ability to store large amounts of energy in induc-
tion fields. Resonance causes high voltages and
high circulating currents and they in turn pro-
duce strong fields around the antenna.
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Current and Voltage Distribution in
Ha/f- Wave Antenna

Current and Voltage Distribution
According to the above illustration showing

voltage distribution in a half wave antenna, volt-
age standing wave is high at the ends of the
antenna and low at the center. Ai3 previously
explained, this is also the case with the quarter
wave open circuit two-wire line from which the
half-wave antenna is developed.

An examination of the current distribution
curve shows that the current standing wave
reaches maximum a quarter cycle after the
voltage reaches maximum at which time the
current is maximum at the center and zero at
the ends. At the ends where there is no place
for electrons to go, the current is zero. In prac-
tical applications the ends of a half-wave antenna
must be insulated due to the high voltages
there and the center of the antenna must have
low resistance in order to minimize the PR
lossesdue to the high current there.

RESONANCE AND DIMENSIONS

Electromagnetic waves travel through space
at a speed of 300 million meters per second. The
length of one cycle in space depends upon fre-
quency and is called the wave length. Mathe-

matically, the length of an electromagnetic
wave is expressed by the formula,

A = 3 XIO'
f

where A is the wave length in meters, and f is
the frequency in cycles per second.

Since an electromagnetic wave travels on an
antenna, the antenna, too, has wave length.
But, due to the resistance of the wire, the move-
ment of waves along a wire (antenna) is some-
what slower than wave movement in space.
Wave length on a wire, therefore, is slightly less
than that of a wave traveling in space and is
expressed by the equation,

3 XIO·x.94
l = f meters

Physically, an antenna is about 6% shorter
than a half wave traveling in space. (This ac-
counts for the fact that it is necessary to mul-
tiply the wavelength in the antenna formula
by .94.) In this manual, assume that the correc-
tion in antenna length has been made whenever
the length of the antenna is given in wavelength.

Effect of Length on Antenna Impedance

An antenna of the correct length acts like a
resonant circuit and presents pure resistance to
the excitation circuit. (SeeA in the illustration on
the next page). An antenna having other than
the correct length displays both resistance and
reactance to the excitation circuit. An an-
tenna slightly longer than a half wave, for ex-
ample, acts like an inductive circuit. This is
understandable if you think of the antenna in
terms of a quarter wave RF line. When the
antenna is excited at the center, it is equivalent
to a U wave RF line, looking at it from the
generator end. Any two-wire line, longer than
a quarter wave, is like a quarter wave sec-
tion with a short, open-circuited section added
to it. The open section, which is capacitive, is
inverted to inductance at the input terminals
by the quarter wave. In the same manner a
slightly long antenna looks inductive.

According to the equivalent lumped circuit
at B, the inductance is not entirely balanced by
the capacitance. The remedy for correcting the
length is either cutting the conductor shorter,
or tuning out the inductive reactance by adding
capacity in series.

If the antenna is physically shorter than its
resonant length, the input impedance becomes
capacitively reactive. The two-wire line shorter
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Effect of Length on Antenna Impedance

Adding capacity to the line gives the same re-
sult as adding length. Therefore, the effective
length of the antenna in this case is equal to
one-quarter wavelength.

With radar equipment, a wide band of fre-
quencies-rather than a single frequency-
must be handled by an antenna. This means that
an antenna which is designed for the center fre-
quency is short for frequencies in the lower (low
frequencies) sidebands and long for frequencies
in the upper (high frequency) sidebands. The
antenna must be corrected for both long and
short conditions at the same time.

Note in the chart at the bottom of the next
page showing the variations in the reactance

than a quarter wavelength displays capacity at
its input terminals. (See diagram C.) The cor-
rection in this case is either to add inductance
in series with the antenna to bring it back to
resonance, or to add physical length to the
antenna.
Increasing Antenna Length

A practical method for increasing the length of
an antenna which is physically short is shown
at A in the illustration at the top of page 12-8.
The spheres fitted at the ends add to the capac-
ity from end to end. As shown at B, this is
equivalent to adding capacity at the end of the
two-wire line. The additional capacity comes
from the closer spacing between conductors.
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of an antenna that each side of an antenna
must be less than a quarter wave (in space)
in order to present zero reactance. This agrees
with the previous statement that the physical
length of the half-wave element must be 6%
shorter than the half wave in space. Two
curves are shown. One is for a large diameter
antenna, and the other for a small diameter
antenna. Note that the larger diameter displays
less reactance at lengths off resonance.

Antenna diameters as great as 1/20 wave
length are not uncommon in radar equipment.
A large diameter increases the capacity of the
antenna. The inductance is decreased for the
same resonant frequency. Lower inductance
with the same resistance lowers the XL!R ratio,
or Q of the antenna. A lower Q causes the re-
sonance curve to be broader and gives the
antenna a more uniform response to a greater
band of frequencies.
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INPEDANCE AT INPUT TERMINALS

In practice an antenna acts like a resonant or
near resonant circuit and, theoretically, like a
perfectly tuned circuit. When it looks like a series
resonant circuit, its input terminals must dis-
play zero impedance, and when it is connected
like a parallel resonant circuit, it must display
infinite impedance. Further, if it is not of the
correct length, it must display reactance as well
as resistance,

Practical antennas, like practical resonant cir-
cuits, have losses which must be replaced by the
source. These losses make the input impedance
of the antenna somewhat resistive. This resist-
ance is a combination of two resistances-the
resistance of the conductors themselves, which is
increased by the skin effect at high frequencies,
and the radiation resistance.

Radiation resistance is a fictitious resistance
which dissipates the same amount of power in
the form of heat that is actually dissipated as
radiated energy. Because of radiation resistance,
an antenna allows part of its fields to escape into
space. This makes it necessary for additional
current to flowinto the antenna from the source
of power to replace the part of the field that
escaped. Therefore, the SOUTcemust provide the
energy lost by radiation. The energy lost is
power (P) and its ratio to the square of the
current (I) is the radiation resistance, RI"'
Mathematically, it is expressed,

p
R =-

r I~

Radiation resistance may be defined as the
ratio of the power radiated to the square of the
current in the antenna. Radiation resistance and
conductor resistance constitute the total input
resistance to an antenna. It is possible to make
the conductor resistance small in comparison

I .• ---I 1-" -- --+1;1
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Reactance at Input.of a Center-Fed Antenna of Arbitrary Length
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to the radiation resistance by using large diame-
ter low resistance conductors. It is desirable
that a major portion of the input resistance
becomes the radiation resistance. In practice
radiation ratios as high as 9:1 are obtainable.
This means that an antenna can be 90% efficient
as a radiator.

Above is the graph showing the input resis-
tance at the center of antennas of various lengths.
For the half-wave dipole (L = r../4) , the input
is 73 ohms. The input resistance of a full wave
antenna is (L = r../2) is as high as 9000 ohms,
depending on the diameter of the conductor.

For the lengths of antennas in which the re-
actance is zero, the input resistance is the input
impedance of the antenna. However, for lengths
in which the reactance is not zero, the input
impedance is the vector sum of the resistance
(graph above) and the reactance at the input of
the antenna, graph page 12-8.

Other factors which affect the input impedance
of an antenna are nearby conducting objects,
such as the earth, and other antennas or the skin of
the aircraft. The graphs above and on the
preceding page apply only to a center fed
antenna which is located in free space and
not close to any conductor.

POLARIZA TION OF AN ELECTROMAGNETIC
WAVE

Electromagnetic fields in space are said to
be polarized and the direction of the electric
field is considered the direction of polarization.
As the electric field is parallel to the axis of a
half-wave dipole, the antenna is in the plane of
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polarization. When the half-wave dipole is
horizontally orientated, the emitted wave is
horizontally polarized. A vertically polarized
wave is emitted when the antenna is erected
vertically.

For maximum absorption of energy from the
electromagnetic fields, it is necessary that a
half-wave dipole be located in the plane of
polarization. This places the conductor at right
angles to the magnetic lines of force that are
moving through the antenna, and parallel to
the electric lines.

In general, the polarization of a wave does not
change over short distances. Therefore, trans-
mitting and receiving antennas are orientated
alike, especially if short distances separate them.

Over long distances, the polarization changes.
The change is usually small at low frequencies.
At high frequencies, the change is quite rapid.

With radar transmissions, a received signal
is a reflected wave from some object. As the
polarization of the reflected signal varies with the
type of object, no set position of the receiving
antenna is correct for all returning signals.
Generally, the receiving antenna is polarized
in the same direction as the transmitting antenna.

When the transmitting antenna is close to
the ground insofar as propagation is concerned,
vertically polarized waves cause a greater signal
strength along the earth's surface. On the other
hand, antennas high above the ground should be
horizontally polarized to get the greatest signal
strength possible to the earth's surface. For this
reason most airborne radar systems emit hori-
zontally polarized waves.
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Vector Addition of Electromagnetic
Energy from Points A and B

DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

If you measured the radiation from a single
point in space, you would find that this point
radiates equally well in all directions. The
strength of the radiated energy varies inversely
as the distance, If all the points where the
energy was of the same strength were plotted,
the points would form a sphere, with the radiat-
ing point at the center.

If radiation occurs from more than one point
in space, the radiated signal from each point will
add vectorially to produce the total radiation
strength.

Notetwo points in space in the above illustra-
tion showing vector addition of electromagnetic
energy. Each point is radiating a similar field in
all directions. Concentric circles are shown
around each point. The circles represent positive
and negative peaks of the radiation field. The

solid lines are positive peaks. For simplicity, the
points are placed a half wave apart. The picture
is stopped just as each point is ready to generate
a negative peak.

Note the peaks as they cross the vertical line
YY'. Adding the two fields there doubles the
field strength.

Next observe the peaks along the line XX'.
Wherever a positive peak from one point appears,
a negative peak from the other also appears.
This means that cancellation occurs along the
line XX'.

The radiation from a pair of points is direc-
tional. Most of the energy is detected along
YY', while little or no energy is detected along
XX. The strength at angles between X and Y
varies as the cosine of the angle.

When you apply these facts to a half wave
antenna, you can look at the conductor as a series
of points arranged in a straight line. The radia-
tion from points equally spaced from the center
will add in directions perpendicular toa line
through them, but will cancel along the line
through them. A plot of all points of equal
strength would produce a figure which is not a
sphere, but which is a doughnut-shaped, three
dimensional figure as shown below. Note that it
resembles two almost perfect circles which are
adjacent to one another.

The cross-sectional view of the preceding illus-
tration is called a polar diagram. This sort of
diagram is standard for delineating antenna per-
formance on paper.

Constructing Polar Diagram

There are two methods of constructing a polar
diagram. One method consists of measuring the
field strength at the same distance in all direc-
tions from the antenna and plotting the angle
against field strength on polar coordinate paper.

UP

THREE DIMENSIONAL VJEVI Of ANTENNA PAITERN CROSS SKT'ONAl VIEW Of PATTERN

Cross Sectional View of Vector Addition Figure
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POLAR DIAGRAM FOR HALF WAVE ANTENNA IN ANY PLANE
CONTAINING THE ANTENNA

POLAR DIAGRAM FOR HALF WAVE ANTENNA
IN PLANE PERPENDICULAR TO ANTENNA

Polar Diagrams of Half- Wave Dipole

The other method consists of moving around the
antenna in all directions, finding the points where
the field strength is the same, and plotting the
angle against distance on polar coordinate paper.
Either type of measurement will produce iden-
tical polar diagrams.

Above note the polar diagrams for the half-
wave dipole. The left diagram holds good for
any plane containing the antenna. For the plane
perpendicular to the half-wave antenna, the
antenna forms the single point which was derived
previously. The polar diagram for this point be-
comes a circle with the point at the center
as in the right diagram. Thus, the simple half-
wave dipole is bidirectional in any plane con-
taining the antenna, but nondirectional in the
plane perpendicular to the antenna.

The strength of a radiation field is called field
strength and is measured in units called volts
per meter. One unit is defined as the field strength
which will induce one volt in a conductor one
meter long. As field strengths of a volt per meter
are seldom encountered, weaker fields are meas-
ured in microbolts per meter or millivolts per meter.

IMAGE ANTENNAS

The preceding discussion dealt with an-
tennas that are isolated from any conductor.
However, in all practical cases, usually there are

conductors somewhere near the antenna. The
effect of the conductors is often undesirable but
can sometimes provide advantages.

The effect of a nearby conductor is illustrated
diagrammatically below at A. A real antenna is
shown perpendicular to a horizontal perfectly
conducting plane. When a fieldis radiated, energy
will be sent out in all directions. There are two
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possible paths for the field to take. Path one
starts out directly toward a distant point. The
energy in path two starts out toward the con-
ducting plane. Upon striking the perfect con-
ductor, . it is reflected in reverse phase. (This
is analogous to an incident wave being re:B.ected
in reverse phase from the shorted end of an RF
line.) As with light waves, the angle of re-
flection is the same as the angle of incidence.
The reflected wave also proceeds toward some
point in space. The sum of the two waves
make up the total wave at any point in space.
So far as the action in the conducting plane
is concerned, it can be replaced by another
antenna, which is a mirror image of the ac-
tual antenna. The reflected wave can be as-
sumed to have originated at point P' on the
image antenna.

In general, current in vertical image antennas
flowsin the same direction as in actual antennas,
while in horizontal antennas, the current flows
in opposite directions. Note at B on page 12-11
that the combination of the real and image an-
tennas for vertical quarter wave makes a half-
wave dipole.
Marconi Antenna

A quarter wave grounded antenna is a common
type of grounded antenna. This type is often
called a Marconi antenna, as contrasted with
the half-wave (ungrounded) dipole, which is
called a Hertz antenna, Note the standing wave
amplitude of current and voltage on the MaT-
coni antenna shown to the left. Note also the
similarity to the half wave element when the
image is included.

In the Marconi antenna the vertical field
strength pattern (polar diagram) shown at B
is the same as that of the half-wave element, ex-
cept that the conducting plane cuts it off at the
center. The image is only effective above the
plane because no energy penetrates the con-
ducting plane there.

In the horizontal polar diagram at C, the ver-
tical field strength pattern can be rotated with
the antenna as the axis to form the horizontal
polar diagram of a Marconi. It is non-directional
in a plane perpendicular to the length of the
antenna.

The input impedance to the Marconi is ap-
proximately 37 ohms when the antenna is fed
at its base as illustrated at A. In addition a
quarter-wave Marconi is resonant and displays
zero reactance just like a half-wave antenna.

This discussion has assumed that the conduct-
ing plane is a perfect conductor. If it is not a per-
fect conductor, as is the case in practice, some
of the conditions just discussed must be altered.
The principal alteration is the reduction in size
of the polar diagram. This results in decreased
signal strength from the antenna as shown
at B. The conducting plane is usually the skin
of the aircraft where airborne equipment is con-
cerned and with ground equipment, it is the
earth's surface.

Other types of conductors that might be near
an antenna are the aircraft tail pieces, the air-
plane wing, or steel antenna towers. As the
radiation field passes any conductor, currents are
induced in them. These currents vary at the same
radio frequency and make the conductor itself
a radiator. In other words, when the conductor


